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Performance Tuning for Diverse HPC Systems
The complexity and diversity of HPC platforms are increasing.

- Individual platforms potentially require different parallelization methods,
programming models, languages, etc.

The complexity and scale of practical applications are also increasing.
- Individual applications potentially require different algorithms, performance

tuning and/or maintenance strategies, etc.
 It is no longer affordable to optimize each application for all the

platforms by hand.

Automatic Performance Tuning (Auto-Tuning)
- Automation of (a part of) performance tuning process.
- Instead of manually modifying a code in a try-and-error manner, automatically

tuning some parameters in the code by tools.
 By making a code auto-tunable, performance tuning is translated to a

parameter search problem.

Making a Legacy Code Auto-Tunable without Messing It UP
Hiroyuki Takizawa, Daichi Sato, Shoichi Hirasawa, and Hiroaki Kobayashi

Graduate School of  Information Sciences, Tohoku University

Background  - Auto-tuning for high performance portability

Motivation – Auto-tunable code is likely to be messy

Auto-tunable Code = capable of changing its performance by tuning some parameters.

XML-based AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) Transformation
- AST transformation is what compilers internally do for transforming a code.
- eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is well-established for describing tree data.
- eXtensible Shtylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) is a standard XML data format

to express XML data conversion.

 With separate transformation rules, users can maintain the original code

and transform it in various ways instead of  directly modifying it.

Evaluation and Discussions

Combining Auto-tuning and User-defined Code Transformation
- Xevolver with Xevtgen is used to transform the Himeno benchmark to its auto-tunable

version.
- An auto-tuning framework, OpenTuner[3], is used to determine the parameters of the

auto-tunable Himeno benchmark.
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This poster shows a case study of using user-defined code transformation for making an
existing code auto-tunable. For auto-tuning, application-specific coding techniques are
often required especially for legacy codes. By using custom code transformation, application
developers do not need to directly modify their codes themselves. As a result, they can
enjoy the benefit of auto-tuning without degrading the code maintainability.

The performance quickly improves as the auto-tuning process proceeds. Application

developers can enjoy this performance gain while hiding the code complexity behind
code transformations defined by performance engineers.
 This separation of concerns is very helpful to achieve an appropriate division of

labor between those two kinds of programmers.

Conclusions

Xevolver  - User-defined code transformation framework [1]

DO i=0,n
DO j=0,n
sum = c(j,i)
DO k=0,n

sum = sum+a(k,i)*b(j,k)
END DO
c(j,i) = sum

END DO
END DO

DO i1=0,n,BLOCK_SIZE
DO j1=0,n,BLOCK_SIZE
DO k1=0,n,BLOCK_SIZE
DO i=i1,n+BLOCK_SIZE

DO j=j1,j1+BLOCK_SIZE
sum = c(j,i)
DO k=k1,k1+BLOCK_SIZE
sum = sum+a(k,i)*b(j,k)

DO END
c(j,i) = sum

END DO
END DO

END DO
END DO

END DO

Auto-tunable

Auto-tuning will efficiently find an appropriate value of BLOCK_SIZE for a
given platform. However, users need to maintain this complicated code for
keeping it auto-tunable. To make matters worse, the task of making an existing
code auto-runnable is itself error-prone and labor-intensive, especially if the
code does not use high-level abstraction for neither loops nor data structures.
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(The current implementation is built on top of ROSE.)

Xevtgen – Fortran code transformer generator [2]

program dl

!! Rule 1
!! Replace the type definition of the data structure
!$xev tgen src begin
type aos_t

real:: x
real:: y

end type aos_t

type(aos_t) aosdata(100)
!$xev end tgen src
!$xev tgen dst begin
type soa_t

real:: x(100)
real:: y(100)

end type soa_t

type(soa_t) soadata
!$xev end tgen dst

!! Rule 2
!! Change the way of accessing the data structure
!$xev tgen var(idx) exp
!$xev tgen var(x) name
!$xev tgen trans exp src(`aosdata(idx)%x`) dst(`soadata%x(idx)`)

end program dl

Generating a Code Transformation Rule from Fortran Code Patterns.
The most common way to tell people about code transformation is to show the original 
and transformed versions of a code.

A simple AoS-to-SoA conversion rule (Takizawa et al. 2016)

Experimental Setup
System
⁻ CPU        : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU  E5-2630 0 @ 2.30GHz
⁻ Mem      : 8 Gbytes
⁻ OS           : CentOS 6.4 
⁻ Compiler: GNU Fortran 4.7 

Tuning parameters
- Loop blocking, loop collapse, or no loop optimization (original).

 For loop blocking, the block size is also determined.
- Discrete arrays (original) or an array of structures.
- 426 compiler options

 -O0/-O1/-O2/-O3
 -fexpections, -fwrapv, -funsafe-math-optimizations
 -funroll-loops, … etc
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While full search takes 71,944 sec., the proposed approach can 

achieve almost the same performance in about 3,000 sec. (4.2%) 

without messing up the original code.

Xevolver offers an easy way of  defining custom transformation rules.
• In this case study, Xevtgen generates transformation rules from Fortran code patterns of only 100 lines.
 The Himeno benchmark kernel becomes 6.5x longer by transforming/adding 185 lines of the original code. 

 Although the Himeno benchmark has only one kernel loop, a practical simulation code often  has a number of similar loop 
nests[1]. In the case of optimizing those loop nests in the same way, one rule will affect more lines of the simulation code.

• In the generated kernel, 6 loop variants are exclusively used by using #ifdef and #endif.
 Each variant has a duplicated loop body. In general, manually maintaining such an auto-tunable code is error-prone. On the 

other hand,  the proposed approach can avoid degrading the maintainability because application developers maintain only 
the original code while performance engineers maintain the transformation rules as Fortran code patterns. 

Xevtgen[2] is one of Xevolver utility tools to
generate XSLT rules from Fortran code
patterns that define rules by the original and
transformed versions of a code portion.

 Code patterns are written in Fortran syntax
with several directives only to define a code
transformation. It is a kind of dummy code
because it does not need to represent a
meaningful computation, but a transformation
rule.

 Some parts of the code patterns could be
represented as special “Tgen” variables so that
the transformation rules are applied not only
to a particular code but also a certain code
pattern (see Rule 2).

The Xevolver framework is online available at http://xev.arch.is.tohoku.ac.jp. 


